**Temporary Fencing**

**Features**
- Versatile - They can adapt to any configuration that your site requires.
- Secured for safety and peace of mind.

**Construction**
- Honey Bucket's temporary fencing panels are available in a standard 10' x 6' size, are secured with a clamp, and come with a T-stand. They can adapt to any configuration your site requires.

**Emergency**
- When disasters occur, your main objective is to protect your property and others from harm on your site – Honey Bucket temporary fencing is the solution.

**Seasonal**
- From Christmas trees to nurseries, Honey Bucket is the perfect solution for seasonal sales of your products. During the day, customers can access your lot to buy merchandise. When you are finished for the day, you can lock up your entrance until you are ready for the next business day.

---

**Service Areas**

**Wa** 800.562.4442

**Or** 800.966.2371

**Ut** 866.972.3115

**Ca** 800.325.2371